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Abstract— Nowadays e-Learning environments manage and 

deliver high volumes of data. Under these circumstances it 

becomes highly advisable shifting towards distributed software 

systems. This approach may bring high benefits regarding the 

average response time and therefore the overall quality of the 

e-Learning environment. One possible solution is represented 

by load-balancing. This means that the workload is distributed 

among two or more web servers such that a faster response is 

obtained in proposed scalable system. The load balancing is 

performed according with the results obtained after putting 

the e-Learning system under stress that is performed by a 

simulation tool. 

Keywords- load balancing, e-learning, distributed systems, 

simulation tool 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

This paper addresses the problem of building a high 
quality distributed e-Learning system. The proposed solution 
regards balancing the workload among two or more servers. 

Currently, most of the e-Learning systems   do not have a 
distributed infrastructure. All software components (e.g. web 
server, database server, objects repositories, etc.) usually 
reside on the same machine. One of the key issues in the 
design of scalable and high quality e-Learning systems is 
represented by the workload balancing problem. This 
problem consists of efficiently distributing hardware and 
software resources such that average system response is 
acceptable. 

This paper presents solution for workload balancing a 
specific e-Learning system. For proving right decisions are 
taken a web based simulation architecture is used for 
determining the way an e-Learning system may shift towards 
a distributed architecture. The outcome of such a process 
may regard resource distribution, the quality of service 
offered by the system and the distributed software 
architecture. The simulation tool is intended to be used only 
in a testing environment not in a productive one. Any e-
Learning platform that is scheduled for shifting towards a 
distributed architecture may pass through the process that is 
described in this paper. After the simulation process is 
performed there may obtained conclusions regarding the 
resources that need to be distributed and the fashion in which 
distribution needs to be accomplished.      

Resource identification and distribution across different 
computers represents one of the main outcomes. The quality 
of service regards the performance, availability and 

reliability. The software architecture describes how the 
application functionality and data is distributed among 
available hardware and software resources. 

The presented architecture enables an e-Learning system 
to be tested with custom designed usage scenarios. Building 
and running different scenarios is aimed to produce valuable 
information regarding how the e-Learning platform will 
actually perform when put under different stress conditions. 
The obtained information will represent the starting point 
regarding all decisions about how the platform will shift 
towards a distributed architecture. 

The second section presents the state of the art regarding 
presented issues. The third section presents the e-Learning 
infrastructure that has been used for testing. Section four 
presents the functionality of the simulation tool. Section five 
present the methods that are used for building the simulation 
framework. Section six presents early and expected results. 
Finally, conclusions are presented. 

II. RELATED WORK 

For the some services provided by some popular web 
sites, the web sites may receive a huge number of client 
connections in a very short period. Because of this, the huge 
connections will incur the network congestion or rise 
response time and even cause the operation of web sites 
under the unstable situation [5]. This is why building 
distributed environments represents a clear objective that is 
spread around many different application areas. Among 
them, we mention civil and military distributed training 
applications [1], collaborative design [2], commercial 
multiplayer game environments [3] and e-learning [4]. 

The key addressed issues regard data modeling, 
communication model, data consistency, network traffic 
reduction, partitioning problems. 

Data modeling presents specific modalities of 
distributing persistent or semipersistent data in a distributed 
environment. Generally speaking, data may be distributed 
using replicated, shared, or distributed strategy [7]. 

The communication model regards the way learners 
interact with the system in terms of performance. The 
employed communication model has a direct influence over 
response times. Different communications schemes (e.g. 
broadcast, peer-to-peer or unicast) determine different 
response times [6]. Communication model also regards 
establishing in details the way different software and 
hardware resources relate one to each other. 
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Data consistency is already defined in the area of 
database management [7]. Data consistency consists of 
ensuring that all involved parties (e.g. learners, course 
managers, administrators) that use the system (e.g. the e-
Learning environment) must have the same vision on all the 
data they are working with. 

Another key issue for designing a scalable and efficient 
e-Learning system is the partitioning problem [8]. The 
approach must lead to an efficient assigning of workload 
among resources of the system. In short, we consider that 
learners may be considered as clients of a distributed system. 
All learners compete over the same non-distributed system.  

The partitioning scheme will allow the workload to be 
efficiently distributed among the components of the 
distributed architecture. The partitioning mechanism is based 
on determining the overall performance of the e-Learning 
environment taking into consideration the workload each 
resource in the system is assigned to but also on the inter-
resource communication. A resource may be software or a 
hardware component. 

Some methods for solving the partitioning problem have 
already been proposed [9], [10]. However, there are still 
some features in the proposed methods that can be improved. 
For example several heuristic search methods can be used for 
solving this problem [11], [12]. 

Blackboard e-Learning platform [13] uses load balancing 
within their content system in order to optimize performance 
and reliability [14].  

A-Tutor Learning Management Tool [15] offers a hosted 
solution with load balancing across all systems, 24x7x365 
monitoring, and nightly backups [16]. 

Load balancing may be found in Apache Tomcat server 
as well as in J2EE Web Applications. This paper presents a 
custom load balancing procedure for e-Learning applications 
in general and to Tesys [17] e-Learning platform in 
particular. 

Designing distributed learning environments [18] is 
becoming increasingly popular. Many of the currently 
existing systems neglect the quality the offered. The offered 
services are loosing quality due to the increasing number of 
users that need to be served simultaneously and due to 
everyday increasing size of the data that needs to be 
managed. 

The problem of building distributed e-Learning 
environments has been addressed by many important 
developers. This paper presents an elaborate process in the 
form of a load balancing procedure. The presented procedure 
makes sure that obtained solution is optimal for the system 
that is taken into consideration. This paper presents the way 
of obtaining a custom solution rather a general one.   

The aim of the paper is to present an analysis framework 
which decides the most efficient way of designing the 
distributed system started from a non-distributed one. 

III. E-LEARNING SYSTEM 

E-Learning systems are mainly concerned with delivery 
and management of content (e.g., courses, quizzes, exams, 
etc.). Since we are speaking about a web platform the client 

is represented by the browser, more exactly by the learner 
that performs the actions.  

Defining the e-Learning infrastructure or the presented 
purpose represents the first and the most important step. In 
this phase, all the possible actions that may be performed by 
a learner need to be presented. There are also identified the 
resources that are delivered by the e-Learning system. 
Finally, there are identified the highly complex business 
logic components that are used when actions are performed 
by learners. 

Each implemented action needs to have an assigned 
weight. In the prototyping phase, the assignment of weights 
is performed manually according with a specific setup. This 
assumes that we have an e-Learning system that is already 
set up. The main characteristics regard the number of 
learners, the number of disciplines, the number of chapters 
per discipline, the number of test/exam questions per chapter 
and the dimension of the document that is assigned to a 
chapter. The data that is obtained from analyzing a certain 
setup will represent the input data for the simulation 
procedure. 

Another type of activities regarding learners are 
represented by the communication that take place among 
parties. Each sending or reading of a message is assigned a 
computed average weight. 

A sample e-Learning setup infrastructure may consist of 
500 students, 5 disciplines, 5 to 10 chapters per discipline, 10 
to 20 test/exam questions.  

For this infrastructure here may be established a list of 
costs for all needed actions that may be performed by 
learners. The weight assigned to an action takes into 
consideration the complexity of the action and the dimension 
of the data that is obtained as response after the query is sent. 

For obtaining reasonable weight, a pre-assessment 
procedure is performed. The simulation tool performs this 
procedure from a computer that resides in the same network 
as the server such that response times are minimal. Each 
request that is composed and issued to the e-Learning 
platform is measured in terms of time and space complexity. 
A scaling factor will assign each action a certain weight such 
that the scenarios that will be created when real time testing 
starts will have a sound basis. 

The pre-assessment procedure firstly loads all the data 
regarding the analyzed e-Learning platform. This means the 
data about all managed resources (e.g. disciplines, chapters, 
quizzes, etc.) are loaded such that the simulation tool may 
build valid requests for the e-Learning environment. 

IV. SIMULATION TOOL 

The simulation tool emulates one or more learners that 
access the e-Learning platform in a specified timeframe. The 
setup of the tool defines the stress level that put on the e-
Learning platform. 

The main parameters that set up the simulation tool are:  
timeframe, noOfLearners, stressLevel  and weightLevel. 
Timeframe represents the period for which the simulation 
tool will issue requests.  noOfLearners represent the 
number of learners that issue requests for the e-Learning 
platform.  stressLevel represents the level of stress put on the 
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platform by learners. The stress level may be from 0 to 3 
where 0 represents a low stress level and 3 represents a high 
stress level. When stress level is set to 0 this means that each 
learner will issue one request per minute. When stress level 
is set to 3 this means each learner will issue 7 requests per 
minute. weightLevel represents  the level of weight put on 
the platform by learners. 

The weight level may be from 0 to 3 where 0 represents a 
low weight level and 3 represents a high weight level. The 
weight level represents the average weight for actions that 
are performed in a certain amount of time. According with 
the weights presented in table 1, the level 0 weight level 
corresponds to 5 units per minute and level 3 weight level 
corresponds to 500 units per minute. 

The main goal of the simulation tool is to perform the 
actions of one or more learners. Instead of having the 
platform tested by real students the simulation tool is used. 
There are many advantages of this approach although there 
are not used real data. The main advantage regards flexibility 
and scalability. The behavior of the simulation tool is 
managed through setup parameters. Thus, the level of stress 

that is put over the system may be easily set and thus the 
behavior of the e-Learning environment under certain 
conditions may be evaluated. The first outcome of the 
simulation tool is in the form of a custom usage scenario that 
complies the setup parameters. This scenario consists a suite 
to http requests that are to be issued by a certain number of 
clients.. The simulation tool is regarded as a multithreaded 
client where each thread will represent a learner that interacts 
with the e-Learning platform. The main features and 
software components are: pre-assessment procedure and the 
following software components: virtual learner, scenario 
builder and dispatcher.  

The pre-assessment is the first performed. Its main task is 
to build an in-memory representation of the assets that are 
managed by the e-Learning environment. The outcome of 
this step produces an XML file with all assets (e.g. 
disciplines, chapters, quizzes, etc.). The data representing 
existing assets will be used by the scenario builder module to 
create valid HTTP requests. Pre-assessment step also 
computes average weights for HTTP requests. This step  

 

 

 

Figure 1.  The architecture of a distributed e-Learning system 

along with loading the data about managed assets and the 
configuration file represent the setup phase. 

Building the XML file with assets representation and the 
setup is performed as a scheduled job with a predefined 
frequency. This approach is due to the fact that the assets are 
dynamically created by the simulation tool itself. For 
example, in a scenario may be included that HTTP requests 
that are needed for simulating a testing or an examination. 
One of the outcomes of this procedure is a record in the 
database with the data regarding the taken test. 
Unfortunately, this test may not be yet included in scenarios 
the want to display tat taken test. At the next running of the 
pre-assessment procedure the data about the taken test will 

be included in the XML file that contains the assets and thus 
the action that represents the display of that test may be 
included in one or more scenarios. 

A virtual learner software component is regarded as an 
autonomous agent. In fact, the virtual learner represents a 
complex entity that performs predefined custom business 
logic within the environment. The set of all actions that will 
be performed constitute its behavior. Modeling the behavior 
is the task of the scenario builder component. The learner 
itself is regarded as a software component that interacts with 
the e-Learning environment. The main functionalities 
implemented for learner software component regard issuing 
HTTP requests, getting the HTTP response and logging the 
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transfer data. Request and response date and the amount of 
transferred data are among the data that are logged. 

The scenario builder software component is responsible 
for building the scenarios that will run against the tested e-
Learning environment. The input for this module is 
represented by the XML file containing the assets, the file 
containing the weights for each action that may be performed 
and the configuration file. The configuration file contains the 
values for the parameters that are to be used when creating 
the scenarios. The main parameters that may be found are 
presented in section 4 as general setup parameters of the 
simulation tool. 

 The dispatcher software component is responsible for 
managing and coordinating learners.  The input data is 
represented by the scenario that is build by the scenario 
builder component. The dispatcher creates the pool of 
learners that will issue requests and receive responses from 
the e-Learning environment. It will also gather and centralize 
the data from all learner components that interact with the e-
Learning environment in a structured format.  

V. LOAD BALANCING ARCHITECTURE 

Here will be presented the architecture of the distributed 
e-Learning system. The distribution is performed by using 
several web servers. The servers have full duplicated data 
content. This means each server has the ability to answer to 
any of the possible requests. The decision to have a full 
duplicated data content rises a very difficult problem 
regarding data synchronization. For this prototype solution 

we use an active replication scheme in which clients 
communicate by multicast with all replicas. The full 
duplicated data scheme enables the system to answer the 
client from any replica. Still, the goal of the obtained load 
balancing architecture is to allow a shift towards a passive 
replication scheme. This means certain type of requests will 
always end up being answered by a certain replica that 
manages the needed data. In this process, the simulation tool 
has an important role. Each issued request may generate a 
signature that contains an indication regarding the replica 
and the asset that has been accessed. The signatures may 
thereafter be used for assessing the quality of the distribution 
process and therefore the quality of the load balancing 
architecture.  

Figure 1 presents the architecture of the entire system 
where different web servers and the relationships between 
them are presented. There are considered five different types 
of requests. Each web server has the ability to answer to any 
request that may be sent to the central dispatcher. The 
dispatcher works as a scheduler between clients and web 
servers. The architecture virtually consists of 5 web servers 
that work as: (1) documents provider server, (2) test/exam 
quiz repository, (3) taken test/exam repository, (4) messages 
repository and (5) users repository. All 5 servers work as a 
web server cluster and perform their activities in a 
transparent manner for the users 

When the clients issue requests, the requests are 
delivered to the central dispatcher first and then forwarded to  

 
Figure 2.  The MVC architecture of the e-Learning system 

the backend web servers for processing. Thus, it is 
important for us to design an efficient load balance algorithm 
in the dispatcher in order to direct the incoming requests to 

backend web servers. Synchronization issues are also 
managed by the central dispatcher. 

Under above presented circumstances it is obvious the 
importance of load balancing algorithm. The algorithm will 
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decide which resource is to be allocated for performing the 
requested task. According with presented architecture, the 
algorithm is highly dependable upon the content/service that 
is needed. The requests are differentiated based on the 
contents needed by clients. 

The documents associated to courses are regarded as 
static content. Whenever a static content is requested, its 
associated cost is estimated. The cost value is added in the 
weight matrix to the position representing the assigned web 
server. Once the job is finished the cost value is subtracted 
from the matrix. The matrix that holds the weights is called 
load balancing matrix. In presented procedure, pos represent 
the position within load balancing matrix which holds the 
minimal value. If load-balancing-matrix[pos] has value 0 
this means the web server associated with position pos is 
100% available for incoming task. If load-balancing-
matrix[pos] is greater than 0 this means the web server 
associated with position pos is handling a request of weight 
equivalent with the stored value. The web server has itself a 
maximum available computational power expressed as a 
weight that may be found in a properties file. The properties 
file holds the maximum computational power values for each 
web server that will be part of the load balancing 
infrastructure. If the available weight is greater that the 
weight of the incoming task than the task may be assigned to 
the corresponding web server. 

The procedure dispatchTask, which runs over load 
balancing matrix, is: 

 
procedure dispatchTask (task t){ 

cost = computeCost(t); 
pos = findMinimumValue(load-balancing-matrix[]); 
if (cost + load-balancing-matrix[pos] > 

MAX_ALLOWED_COST) 
 throw(“WAIT”); 
else { 
 load-balancing-matrix[pos] += cost; 
 StartTask(t, WebServer[pos]); 
} 

}  

Figure 3.  The procedure for dispatching tasks 

The incoming requests are classified according with the 
five category set presented in Figure 1. The requests that 
need to access and download documents or messages are 
classified as static requests. The requests that need to access 
and manage test/exam quizzes or users are classified as 
dynamic.  

The metrics that define the weight of an action that is 
performed on a web server relate to the average number of 
requests of a certain type in a specified timeframe. Another 
metric is represented by the number of requests of a certain 
type that are executed at a certain moment by a server. This 
represents the currently executed tasks on each server. 
Another metric is defined by the estimated weight of a 
certain task. The weight value is pre-evaluated during 
simulation. 

Figure 2 presents the architecture of the e-Learning 
platform from the MVC (Model-View-Controller) point of 

view. Within each layer there are presented the main 
building blocks in a non-distributed fashion. This view of the 
e-Learning platform is the starting point in the distribution 
process. The simulation tool must take into consideration the 
number of modules from each level and the needed 
distribution granularity. 

For the implementation of e-learning system a distributed 
architecture is proposed. In this design, multiple E-Learning 
modules provide e-learning functionalities to clients. In this 
architecture, we have designed our e-learning system with 3-
layer architecture: View Layer, Controller Layer and Model 
Layer. The view and controller layers are deployed on an 
application server. Model layer represents the persistent 
storage for data and is represented by a database, an XML 
repository and a file/resource repository. 

The view layer is represented by the user interface of 
system and provides the interface of the tools and 
applications of  the e-Learning platform.  

In controller  layer, the logical and control functions of e-
learning system are implemented. In addition, this layer 
provides access  for data source (mySQL database, XML 
repository and files/resources repository) for view layer and 
connection between view layer and model layer. 

The Content Service Requester is implemented in E-
Learning Service Provider and initiates interaction with 
Content Service Provider. This layer uses the web service to 
provide data sources for higher layer. 

Obtaining content from data sources (data bases, 
repositories of XMLs or files) is implemented within the 
control layer in the form of a data access layer. The 
communication between layers is accomplished in a 
client/server fashion. The data sources are the persistent and 
heterogeneous data repository, which usually are designed 
with the focus on distribution. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we presented an e-Learning infrastructure 
for which a load balancing infrastructure is designed. For 
designing a feasible architecture a simulation tool is 
presented. The tool acts as a pool of virtual users. The 
actions are performed according with a specified properties 
file. There were identified 5 type of actions: file transfers, 
test/exam quiz management, taken test/exam quiz 
management, messages management and users management. 
That is why the proposed architecture consists of 5 web 
servers that contain full duplicate data and business logic. In 
front of them there was placed a central dispatcher that 
actually performs the load balancing procedure. 

The central dispatcher uses as input data a properties file 
that is filled with data by the simulation tool and by the 
system administrator. The business logic is mainly 
concerned with finding the appropriate web server that will 
execute the needed action. 

The adoption of distributed design regards the future 
possibility of integrating additional functionalities without 
affecting the overall quality of service offered by the 
platform. This design meets the scalability requirements. 
Integrating a service within the overall design (e.g. a 
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recommender service) may be accomplished with minimal 
affecting of the overall response times.    

As future work we plan: (i) provide a scaling procedure 
such that the central dispatcher may work with any number 
of web servers; (ii) enhance the simulation tool such that 
weight task estimations to be more accurate; (iii) to extend 
the design for integrating other services (e.g. a recommender 
service) within the architecture; (iv) change the active 
replication scheme to a passive replication scheme in which 
clients communicate with a distinguished replica; (v) have an 
evaluation strategy for the system that has been shifted 
towards a distributed architecture. We shall report on our 
progress in subsequent papers. 
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